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NEW MEXICO LOBO

UNM-UTEP Twin Bill to Open Baseball Season

By CRAIG GUEST
way set for the season. Of the
Fall came and fell and so far starting nine, four players are
winter has been cold as . . . well, new to the varsity and two others
almost that cold. Spring hasn't are playing different positions
sprung yet but it can't be far off from last year.
SENIOR
rigftthander
Bob
because baseball starts this FriMcAulay, who had a 6-4 win-loss
day for the Lobos.
Coach Bob Leigh's team will record last year, will start the
open its 53 game schedule . (the first game on the mound with
sophomore Rick Laub behind the
longest ever for a Lobo team)
with a three game series at the dish.
Around the infield will be seniUniversity of Texas at El Paso.
ors
Smokey McLaughlin (.258)
'J;'he Lobos are slated for a doubleand
Greg
With (.315) at first and
header Friday to begin at 10 a.m.
third
with
JC transfers Jim
and a single contest at 1 p.m. SatJohnson and Jim Palmer at shorturday.
stop and second base.
Leigh called this season "the
In the outfield, senior and team
most difficult schedule we've play- captain Dick Baldizan (.273) will
ed in my tenure (two seasons)." be in center with junior Craig
With nine more games to play Guest in right and soph Steve
than last year the Lobos will have Barnhill in left. Both Baldizan
a chance to better last season's
24-19-1 record.
Commenting on the opener and
the team's outlook Leigh said,
"I'm eagerly awaiting to play
since in any pre-season development of a team you need to play
to find out how you stand and how
the team will respond under game
situations. I think we are as good
as can be expected for an opene1•
but a long way from reaching our
After losing decisions in the
potential."
first two weight categories, the
"AT THIS point I don't know Lobos s w e p t the remaining
what kind of a club we'll develop matches and earned their lOth
into. If we exhibit the desire to dual mat victory over Northe~
excel that the basketball team Arizona University 25-6 Saturday
has, we can have a real fine night at University Arena.
team," he said.
The match was the last in regLeigh named a first game start- ular season competition and gave
ing lineup but said it was in no New Mexico a 10-10 record for
the season.
Lobo Curtis Wilson took on the
best wrestler on the Northern
Arizona team and lost a 19-8 decision to undefeated Jeff Hennon
in the 123 pound weight class.
HELP WANTED
Jim Serrano lost a 5-2 decision to
ARTISTS ! I need someone with imaginaArizona's 130 pounder in the ne:x:t
tion and talent in a wide spectrum of
match.
art skills. Work on your own time. Interested 1 Call 242-8914 alter 5.
Rudy Griego started the Lobos
.PERSONALS
towards a victory with a 10-0 deDO YOU how your rights under the
cision over Pat Hannon, Mike
1967 Selective Service Law 1 For lnfor·
Kennedy followed with a 6-0 win
mation about dra!t counseling write
Draft Information, Box 4038, Albuquerover Nick Degraff, and Bill Kirque, N.M. 87106.
by, won a 5-l victory over his opPOETRY WANTED for Poetry Anthology,
ponent to give the Lobos a sweep
Include otamped envelope. Idlewild Publishers, 543 Frederick, San Francisco
of the 137, 145, and 152 classes.
California. 94117.
,'
Jim Gilliam recorded the first
PERSONALITY POSTERS, Psychedelic,
pin
for the Lobos in the 165
Sid Posters &: Buttons. If we don't
pound division. Gilliam scored the
have them, then you don't need them.
Send for Sampl.., &: List. MADAM
pin with 6 seconds left in the first
BUTTERFLY'S Gift Shop, 4609 E.
period.
Rick Ortega won a 12-5
Colfax. Denver, Colorado 80220.
decision
in the 171 pound class
FOR RENT
and
Floyd
Shade, 177 pounder,
SMALL UNFURNISHED two bedroom
squeaked out a 2-0 win.
house near University. Reasonable Heat
1: water furnished. Call 256-7767••
In the final match of the eveNOTHING : Just a reminder that the
ning,
heavyweight Roger Brown
Thunderbird io out.
pinned his opponent with 1 :22

and Guest were infielders last
year.
LEIGH NAMED another senior
righty Ralph Sallee (7-4, 2.34

pitchers have been throwing all
their "stuff" at their bat-wielding teammates while working in
a day-to-day rotation.

ERA)
start
game
of
the to
twin
bill the
withsecond
sophomore
Ronnie Sims, also a righty, getting the starting nod Saturday.
Senior Tom Sexton, as the first
reli!'lf pitcher, will also be using
his right arm.
Leigh's
squad
been practieing
seven
dayshas
a week
since
Feb. 1 with emphasis going to
fundamentals. DUl•ing the last
two weeks of pre-season practice
the club will spend lots of time
working on offensive and defensive game situations, Leigh said.
Yesterday the team played its
first intrasquad game.
FOR THE last three weeks, the

Leigh team
said the
of his
rebuilt
willstrength
probably
be
pitching and defense since offeilsively he will be hampered by a
lack of speed. "Right now, as ex:pected, the pitchers are ahead of
the hitters and this is one reason

FOR SALE
JEEPSTER '49. New top, windowa upholstery, cluct, tires, etc!. Call ' 8428137.

'

\
Easy-care, no-iron bedspreads
Cotton/ rayon/acetate. Shadow
stripe design.

\
~

Clean clothes •••
••• last longer!
For Professional
DRY CLEANING

BELLAslkss

~

Shop 10-9 Mon.-Fri.

WHAT IS IT? Nine,out of ten New York doctors consulted in a
recent survey coul!l not•identify this building, now nearing completion
on t.h(' UNM campus. Rumor has it that the mysterious ediface will be
open for business as soon as the conveyor belt from the Mesa Vista
do~m~tor~ cafeteria is installed. In case you haven't guessed yet, the
buddmg IS between the Johnson Gym parking lot and Mesa Vista.

9-9 Saturday

10-6 Sunday
Corner Menaul & Carlisle

About $125 Profit

Students:
Here's where the left wing
and the right wing
get together,

U. Book Exchange Fa·ilure
Says NSA Coordinator

for .. · or shDppiiiQ? Eat at

OPEN 24 HOURS

105 Central N.W.

247-8626

and wing it!

CAREER BOUND
To Dallas, New York, Hong Kong, Anywhere
We'll get you to where the action is
call 265-7611 your travel number

"""-!!I- TRAVEL

1516 San Pedro NE

Eight of 13 department chairmen and deans surveyed yesterday indicated that recent changes
in graduate draft deferment rules
could decrease enrollment and endanger teaching and research at
UNM.
Almost all of the professors
said that they have adopted a
"wait and see" attitude until Selective Se1•vice rulings are clarified, expected draft calls are announced, and policies are set down
by local draft boards.
DEFERMENTS were revoked
early this month for all graduate
students except those already in
their second or subsequent year
and for those in medicine and related specialties.
George P. Springer, de!m of

Open your
Budget-Aid
Credit

DEPARYMEII STORE

cqll 243-5671 today!

..

~~

SERVICE

M

Albuquerque, N.M.

NEW MEXICO LOBO
Subscription Rates - $4.50 per year
$2.25 per semester

This card .costs $5. It could save you $50 or
more any hme you want to wing it: to go skiing,
or home for vacation, or to an out-of-town game
or to a houseparty in Salt Lake City.
'
It's Frontier Airlines' 21 Fare identification
card. And it enti~lcs you to four great privileges:
(1) to fly Front1er for 40% less than full fare•
(2) t.o h~ve a confirmed reservation on any
Frontier fhght, any day; (3) to take as many of

these l_?w-cost flights as you have time for in the

~ext Sl~ ~onths; and ( 4) to enjoy the Youth
Fare pnvdeges of most other major airlines
Only one requirement: You've got to b~ at
least 12 years old (no sweat) and not over 21
(Sorry, graduate students, use our Standby
Fare.) Tak~ proof of your age to Tom Joule,
your Frontier campus reprcsentntive to your
Travel Agent, or any Frontier ticket ~ffice.

FRoNiJEiJf> ~/RUNES

\

THE AIRLINE rHAT KNOWS THE WES1'. HEST.
'

' • •

•

h

~

'
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No.70

On Draft May l-lurt UNM,,

'
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\
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Survey Shows New Rules
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\
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Our Seventy-First Year of Editorial Freedom

Vol. 71

Makers e»f Hand Made
Indian Jewelry

Downtown

Thunderbird at the Union Check Room.
Do It today 9 :00-5 :00.
BY OWNER, 3 bedrm. den, fireplace. eXtra.
]g, garage fully finished W/h 1: a/c,
work bench & sink. Elec ldtchen
beautiful earpeta It drapes, 2 bath•:
Conv. loan. Priced FHA appraisaL Approx. $3000. will handle. Call mornings
or eves after 4 p.m. Owner leaving state.
299-5865.

r

111

Students Ill

FOR $0.00 you can gel; your copy of the

1957. Chevy Wagon. VB, Btandard transmission. Call 242-8529. 2/26.
SERVICES
TYPING, Editing, Proofreading. My
home. One or aD services performed
to yaur specificationo. Call 265-4849
2/26
•
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TODAY .... IN THE BELLAS HESS

left in the second period. Brown
was trailing 2-0 when he scored
the pin.

WANT ADS

EW

vw~e~n~ee~d~t~o~f~a~c~e~s~o~m~e~o~th~e=r~c~l~u~b~s=~~~~~~::::======~

\

Lobo Wres tiers Outscore
Northern Arizona Squad

Ul1 3G,w'
~ V. 7/""M· 7o

so we can see how we'll h1t
against p!tchers .we., don't. see
every day m practice, he satd.

.-

\

Final Meet·

'37?;, 7'67

By HUAN'J' IIAUVBY
The recent SDS and NSA sponsored booksnlc held i"!l th!.'. Union
nt tho end of last semester and
the bcginninf{ of this smnoster
was tcr,;,ed tuJ:;lU{'N.'t>~:ful by NSA
coordinator Steve Black yostt>rdny.
"We've found that we couldn't
possibly make any money unless
we took over the entire business
of used books from the Student's
Bookstore, and that's not our purpose," Black said.
Students used the booth in the
Union as a selling agent and they
collected the money for their
books only if they wem sold to
someone else. Black pointed out
tlmt this was the major problem
to success of tlw operation.
1\IANY S'l'UDRNTS needed
ready cash to purdm:;n their
books for the t'oming semester
and could not wait, to see if. their
used books would be sold, or returned to them sometime after
classes had started,
The main advantage of the
booksalc, being able to buy and
sell \Hlcd hooks at bargain prices,
wns enjoyed only hy those who
had extra cash and could afford
to wait for their books to 'Sell.
Students sold their books to the
Bookstore · for cash then looked
for bargains in the used books
booth upstairs, but the number
of other students who had done
the same left a small selection

Attorney to Lead
Draft Discussion
Attorney Alfred McRae will
speak on '''l'he Constitutionality
of the Draft" at the Hozhon coffee house, 1802 Central SE, Wtldnosday1 Feb. 28 at 8:30 p.m.
McRae is an expert on constitutioua! lnw nnd will discuss the
.draft on the basis of tho 13th
Ametldtnent.
.
A discussion session will follow
tbCl talk. Admission is free nnd
:fl'oo eofrca will he served.

in many subject areas.

BJ,ACK SAID that the Senate
had appropriated $500 of which
approximately $415 was used for
wages of rmles people and $30
for publidty.
Total sales for the operation
were close to $2485 with 5 per
cent of this or approximately
$125 put aside as profit. The remainder was reimbursed to the
students who had left boolts,
, Black stated that about 50
books and close to $130 in cash
had not been picked up by various
students pal·ticipating in the exchange. Both cash and books can
be picked up in the NSA office in
the Union.
ASKED ABOUT chances of
another book sale· in coming semesters, Black stated it would
depend 011 the Student Senate's
reaction to the results of tll ~ first
one and also on the student's degires for another.
"We lost about $300 this time
and will probably lose some on
any other such sale we might
have in the future. But if the
student's waut it badly enough
it is possible the Senate might approve of another," Black said.
"The chunces of a large stock
of used books fo1· a fall semester
are very unlikely as students usually sell their books in the spring
to the bookstore to get rid of
them," Black pointed out. "Considering the results of
our efforts in this sale, it seems
quite likely that. the :Sooksto1·e's
profit on used. books 1s not ncar
1111 high M: was formerly supposed
hy nulny stnd1mts," Blaclc concluded.

UlliiiiHIIIIIIIIIIIII!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIilli!lllllllllfillllllllllllllllllllllliliflllllillliiiiiiiii«IIIIWnil!

Teacher Screenings
UNM College of lUducution
t<mcber screoning~ will be admin·
istercd Ilbrcl~ 2 at 12:30 p.m. in
the Kiva.
II!~UIIImiNIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIillll!lllll!lllllllllllll!llllllillllllllllllliillllllllllllllllllll!l:lltlllliiM

the UNM Graduate School, has
;predicted that about 20 per cent
of the school's male graduate students will be made draft-eligible
under the new ruling.
Most UNM graduate departments are already reviewing applications for next year, and several professors fear that some
students will be accepted but will
be drafted or re-classified before
next fall.
"1 AM QUITE certain that the
new rules will have a bad effect
-that we will be short of graduate assistants next year,'' said
Dr. Julius Blum, chairman of the
mathematics department.
Dean Thomas W. Chrisopher of
the School of Law called the possible effect on enrollment "reasonably serious.'' Many law school
students are not draft-eligible,
but "enrollment will be affected,
although I don't know how much,"
he said.
"We are anticipating a problem,
so we are actively soliciting applications to get alternate possibilities in case students already
accepted are drafted," reported
By GLENNETTE DAWKINS.
Dr. Martin Fleck of the biology
The Canadian option to draft department.
resisters will be discussed tonight
SEVERAL STUDENTS have
at a meeting sponsored by the Realready
withdrawn graduate apsistance in the Faculty Lounge
plications
for the speech departof the Union at 8 p.m.
Larry Lack, representative for ment, chairman Wayne C. Eubank
"We definitely think the rulthe Resistance, and Roger Ander- said.
ing
will
affect th'i' number of gradson, Associate Professor of Geol- uate assistants
possibly the
ogy, will give information on pro- number of makeand
students
cedures and timing of draft no- ing next year," Dr. Eubankenrollsaid.
tices at the meeting. The discus"The effect of the ruling could
sion will center on tbe emigration be d r as t i c," Dean Howard V.
to Canada and its relation to the Finston of the School of Business
draft, and will also cover emigra- Administration said. About 75 of
tion in general.
the school's 150 graduate students
"THERE ARE three options are in their first year of study
now," said Anderson," for those and will be eligible for the draft,
avoiding the draft." "First, go to
Canada; second, be a resister;
and last, be a conscientious objector, which Anderson considers
himself. The1•e will be a series of
discussions to cover the other
alternatives if there is enough
interest.
The session tonight will provide
inf01•mation on the Canadian
point system and regulations for
emigration, and names of organJ. Morgan Swope, director of
izations to be contacted for help
in emigration.
the Yale University International
No action has been taken to ob- Office, will give a public lecture
tain a charter for the organiza- Thursday night Feb. 29 at UNM.
Swope is scheduled to speak at
tion, but Anderson hopes to set
up a pet•manent organization. No 8 p.m. in the Kiva of the College
action will be taken as a group of Education on the topic "Youtl1
.
until there is more interest. The
I
Students for a Democratic Society are currently aiding the
.resisters in obtaining meeting
1·ooms.

Resistance Group
To Discuss Draft

he said.
ABOUT 25 per cent of the engineering s t u d e n t s arc doing
graduate study, Dean Richard
Clough pointed out, and the ruling "is going to beat our brains
out if we can't get enough teaching assistants and research assistants to continue our programs."
"The effect may not be ruinous,
but there is no way of telling,"
said Dr. John M. Camt:bell, chairman of the anthropology department. "If students accepted for
graduate study here ne:x:t year
get drafted, we are in trouble,
but we will not lower entrance
requirements," he said.
ABOUT HALF of the department's 30 graduate students are
male, and "many of these ara··
now draft-eligible," Dr. Campbell said. The department will
accept more women students and
schedule smaller classes if enough
men students are not available,
he said.
Dr. Joseph Frank, chairman of
the English department, predicted
that "the number of healthy males
applying to UNM will definitely
drop."
DR. FRANK A. Logan, psychology department c h airman,
was unsure about the magnitude
of the ruling's effect. "The character of the graduate population
may change quite a bit, but I see
nothing desperate about the situation/' he said.
.
"I wish we knew what was going to happen; it's hard to predict," said Dr. Clinton Adams, "
dean of the College of Fine Arts.
"We have about 23 graduate assistants, many of whom teach
freshman courses, and many of
them a:re eligible for the draft.
(Continued on page 3)

No Admission Charge

'Youth and World Affairs'
Topic of Swope Lecture
i-~---~-·-~

More Bus Tickets
May Be Available
All tickets for the bus trip to
Wyoming and Denver this weekend have been sold but there is
a possibility of getting more ticket~, a Continental Trailways tour
manager said yesterday,
Two buses with 45 seats each
have been filled by UNM students
and there is a waiting list of 20
at the bust station. Students may
be included on the waiting list by
contacting Continental Trailways.
'l'ickcts are $38.95 each and include bus fare, lodging in Latamie
Friday night and tickets to the
Wyoming and Denver games.
Buses will leave for Laramie Friday at 6:30a.m. and students will
spend the night in Laramie.
Buses will return to Albuquerque
immediately after the Denver
gamo Saturday night.
Students may also enter their
names on the waiting list at the
ticket office in the Union.

J. Morgan Swope
and World Affairs." There will be
no admission charge.
SWOPE HAS been involved
with international education since
1949 when he was a program officer for the then-new Fulbright
commission in Paris. He has been
in his present post at Yale since
1963.
Swope is in Albuquerque as one

of two featured speakers for the
Southwest Conference on the
Professional School and World_
Affairs at UNM March 1-2. ~~
will be the banquet speaker Frlday night at the Sunroom of the
Sunport.
• T
. Earlier Friday, Dr. lrwm .
Sanders, vice president of Education and World Affairs is a private
non-profit
organization
whidh is sponsoring the conference, the first meeting of its
kind in the Southwest.
DR. SANDERS ha'S had a lifelong career in international education starting in 1929 after he
compl~ted his undergraduate
studies at Washington and Lee
University. He spent three years,
following his graduation, as an
instructor in The American College, Sofia, Bulgaria. He later
taught, at Alabama College, the
University of Kentucky, the Har;.,
vard School of Public Health, and
Boston University, with overseas
service and research at various
times throughout his teaching career.
From 1962-66, Dr. Sanders was
associate director of the Ford
Foundation international training
and research program. He joined
EWA in 1967.
The two-day conference at
UNM is designed to spotlight the
role of various professional education areas in world affairs.
Some 200 educators from univer'Sities and colleges in eight states
have registered for the conference.

'I
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Director Outlines
Summer Program
With 62 Courses

·Students' War Views Called Fresh but Neut,:GJI
Editors Note: This story was
written as part of the work for
an advanec'lll reporting class at
UNM by Evelyn Reece, a junior
majoring in jQurnalism.
By EVELYN REECE
"The historian who will judge
our era will say: What a. strange
era where the left was not the
left, where the right. was not· the
right, where the center was not
.in the middle.''
·
Andre Malraux, the :F"reneh
author, made that statement in.
1967.
.
Christian Science Monitor reprded 1967 as "strange times,.
mdeed"-a year when the Viet
Nam issue made a ''sea change''
in many persons' positions. This
newspaper referred to a "growing
willingness on most persons' part ·
to look at situations with a fresh
and less partial eye."
IS A SIMILAR "fresh" approach and "less ·partial eye" toward the future and the war apparent on the UNM campus?
That question was asked of
campus religious advisers, who
are among those in close touch
with students thinking.
"Most of the students I know
are unconvinced that this is a
just war, but they're not Willing
to become draft-card burners,"
said Rev. R. E. Bright of the
,..!!flmpus Wesley Foundation.
• "For the most part, students
are coming here to get a degree.
They're not out to save the world,"
he said. "The war isn't their
business.''
MR. BRIGHT didn't think that
the majority of the students he
deals with are apathetic. Many
of them haven't formed decisions.
They'd rather just wait and see,
he said.
Rev. R. L. Elliott, of Luther
House, ~resented a different
view. "On the campus this year
there seems to be more apathy
toward political issues," he said.
"You do have articulate groups
like the Students For a Democratic Society, but numerically,
they're small part of the student
body.''
:.-· ·. Mr. Elliott said that many male
students that he has talked with
feel an uncertainty about the
future. They face war and possible death. So, they have the attitude, "why get -serious about
any issue? Let's have fun while
we can.''
REV. HARRY Johns, of Geneva House, has sensed similar
attitudes. "The TV age has served to shrink the world and bring
the human misery of warfare
closer," he said. 'This student
generation has been affected by
war since they were born.''
He said that the feeling of this
generation is one of a great potential for the future mixed with
a cynicism, a "so what's the use"
attitude.

Rev. William Crews, of Canterbury Episcopal Center, said that
only one person has come to him
as a conscientious objector. "The
rest have been opposed, but were
not truly pacifists.''
DIFFICULTY IN planning the
future after graduation has been
noted by Rev. John Baker of the
Baptist Student Union. "But I
haven't encountered any 'aura of
doom'," he· said.
" Mr. Baker said that some of
the students he dealt with were
mildly against the war~ "But they
wonder if demonstrating really
accomplishes anything.''
He isn't convinced that . Viet
N am is a burning issue in the
lives of many of the students he
knows. He feels that they're more
concell.'ned with issues of a persona.! nature.
Walter Swain, of the Church
of Christ organization on cam~us,
said that the students at the
Christian Student Center might
not enjoy war, but they feel it is
their duty to their country to go.
FATHER SHIMEK, of Newman Center, said, "There is a
lack of certitude, especially with
the guys, about making solid commitments in many areas.''
It has caused all sort of apprehensions, he said. "A lot of
students are disturbed about the
morality of the war, but they
have the feeling, 'Well, what can
you do about it1'"
The religious advisors were
asked their personal opinions
about the war.
"War can't be appealed to as an
option for solving human ;problems," Mr. Johns said, "especially
with the capability of modern
weapons for mass destruction."
HE FEELS that the U.S. must
take the initiative in negotiations.
"Continuing the present course
can't be the way to solve the
problem of human freedom he
said. "I don't see how anyone can
justify destruction of human life
to build a better life."

Mr. Bright believes that, "We
should make every effort possible to make negotiations with .
all parties involved.''
·
No step shoul~ be overlooked,
he said, including cessation of all
military offensives on our part.
"I don't think .we've tried hard
enough to negotiate," he said.
"While I don't favor unilateral
withdr.awal, I do favor withdrawal with -negotiations and a.
U .N.-suspervised peace a.nd elections.''
·
MR; BAKER felt tllat most
pe.ople misunder.stand the nature
of the Vietnamese War. He thinks
that they forget it's a civil war
and they have simplistic views. as
to the . nature of the communist
threat.
"We've not been really receptive to the proposals of North
Viet Nam for negotiations," he
said. "Our peace feelers are
numb.''
Cyrus Omid-Varan, advisor of
the Bahai organization, said that
VietNam is a symptom of a sickness of the age we live in, not .a
disease itself.
The world has become smaller,
he said, but a unity of conscience

'fl .\•.

•iI·
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• SENIOR AIR Force ROTC cadets at UNM are offered a flight·
l';'struction. prop-am in addition to regular classroom and drill activities. Capt~~;m R1chard T. Jones, USAF, right, explains the workings of
an E-B6 fl1ght computer to cadets Charles Herndon, left, Dave Wood~uff, an~ Ron Dehyle. The prl!gra~ includes 50 hours of ground school
instruction and 36 .. ~ours O~mg tlmt; su~ervised. by a private flying
school. Other participants m the fhght·mstructlon program include
Rudy Martinez, Vince Hrenak, and Frank Smitlt.

MR. G's PIZZA
30 Minute Delivery
to the· Dorms

Investigation. Set at CSU
On Discrimination Charge

255-5381

UNM will offer 62 short courses
and concentrated workshops this
summer, Dr. Harold Reid, summer session director, has announced.
Two-thirds of the courses are
advanced education courses. However, courses are being offered by
the College of Arts and Sciences,
the College of Fine Arts and the
·College of Nursing.
Course titles irg:lu~e Programmed Learni:tJ.g_ Workshop, AeroSpace Education Workshop, Children's Art Deep Down Inside, Evaluation in Home Economics; Electronic Music Workshop and Advannced Workshop in Psychiatric
Nursing.
Enrollment in each of these
classes is limited, Advanced reservations are now being taken.
For further information contact
the summer session office, Division
of Extension, UNM.

Recruiting Teachers

We're Looking for
Slide Clydes
We need graduates. Combustion,
electrical, mechanical, civil,
Industrial, and chemical engineering, metallurgical, and product
design types. So if you're looking
for action and a chance to make
your mark, let's get together.
Write: Director of Industrial
Relations, CF&I Steel Corporation,
P.·O. Box 1920,
Denver, Colorado 80201.
an equal opportunity employer

Service in Steel. ••
lt"s part of our product

Representatives from the Ojai,
California, school district, Ventura County, will be recruiting
teachers on March 6. Positions
open are in elementary, junior
high, and high school.

FORT COLLINS, Colo. (CPS) tion.
-In the wake of complaints by
Dave Williams, a senior and
black students at Colorado State co-chairman of the CSU CommisUniversity here about discrimi- sion on Racial and Ethnic Equalnation at the school and in the ity, said, "President Morgan is
city, the Colorado Civil Rights turning a deaf ear to the problems
(Continued from page 1)
Commission has announced it will of r11cial discriminations at CSU.'' A large decrease in graduate enhold a fact-finding hearing in
Green, who believes the uni- rollment may injure the graduate
Fort Collins to investigate the versity
should be active in investi· programs and impair the freshcharges.
gating the problems of minority man program," Dr. Adams said.
On Wednesday, when the deci- groups in Colorado and trying to
Chemistry Department Chairsion to hold the hearing was an- resolve them, says his ideas have man Raymond Castle is optimistic
nounced, the editor of the CSU generated little support on cam- about graduate enrollment next
Collegian was twice hanged in pus.
year. "We're in the best situation
effigy for his support of the black
we've
ever ben in, because we
Morgan has said that he is do- ·
students and criticism of the ad- ing what he can to deal with have about 50 per cent more apministrations failure to act on racial problems. According to plicants than we can use," he said.
their complaints.
Green, however, the president has If some students already accepted
The editor of the paper, Evan made no specific proposals about are re-classified or drafted there
will be other applicants availaGreen, called for the resignation how to end discrimination.
ble," he said.
of CSU President William E.
Morgan last week. In a signed
editorial, he said "The President's unwillingness to provide
effective channels of communication with his students, particularly in the case of the MroAmericans, leads me to believe
that the problems of running this
university have outgrown Dr.
Morgan's ability to recognize
1 1 famous international dishes
them and deal with them.''
Most of the complaints o£ black
(Hungarian, Dutch, Indonesian,
• students at CSU have been about
French, German, and others ...)
discrimination in off-campus houslunch u:go-2:30 dinner 5:3o-g:3o
ing. According to Green, they
have asked the university for
413 Romero St. N.W. 2 blocks N.W.
help in ending discrimination,
but have been given no cooperaof Old Town Plaza
242-4986
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don't decide
on a company until you
find out what Western Gear
can offer YOU.
now

at graduation
in the future

I
Western Gear offers small company atmosphere with individual
attention and recognition plus big company
facilities and techniques.
Western Gear offers unlimited opportunities ·for advancementright to the TOP!
Western Gear offers wide diversity of products and challenging
programs,

CONCERT HALL
and
The Cultural Program Committee
Present

The Theatrical Event of the Year!

'

Thursday Dance

Western Gear 1s a company ON THE MOVE!

A Sadie Hawkins dance will be
held in the Union Ballroom,
Thursday, Feb. 29 at 8 p.m. "Mr.
Dogpatch of UNM" will be selected. All boys interested should
come
appropriately
dressed.
Prizes will be given.

IF YOU ARE PLANNING
A CAREER IN
•
•
•
•
•
•

UNM students interested in
working on Campus Chest should
submit a Student Government application to Mrs. Ida Mae McGin.n
in the Activities center.
Campus Chest sets aside one
day £or its annual fund-raising
drive.
Events scheduled for this year's
drive are a penny walk in which
the Greeks and Independents
compete to form a longer string
of pennies than the other, an
"'Ugly Man Contest, an auction in
the Union Snack Bar and a piethrowing contest.
Funds raised during the drive
are usually distributed between
the Student Aids Office, the Albuquerque Tutoring Council and
the World University service.

Engineering
Manufacturing
Research
Marketing
Accounting or Finance
Industrial Relations

Call your Placement Bureau TODAY
to make an appointment with our
Company Representative

J. J. Kelly
Management Development Specialist
who will -conduct

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

THURSDAY- MARCH 7

Freshmen Wanted
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GEAR CORPORATION
2600 E. Imperial Hwy. • Lynwood, Cal. 90262
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Easy-care, no-iron bedspreads
Cotton/rayon/acetate. Shadow
stripe design.
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Open your
Budget-Aid
Credit

THURS., FRI., FEB. 29, MAR. 1-8:15 P.M.
SHIRTS-PANTS-HATS.
SADDLERY-BOOTS
FIESTAS
PICNICS
JUST LOAFING
AROUND
First & Gold

Albuquorque

BELLAsHess
DEPARTMENT STORE
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Western Gear offers desirable location -work on the west coast.

Students Wanted
By Campus Chest

·•

.

who ts a member· of the Soe1ety
of Friends, married, '\n;nd tli.e ·
mother of three teenagers.
1'We 'need to talk to these P-eople and try to understand, not cut
communication," she said. "The
longer . they aTe 1egarded as
criminals, the more they will
tend to react as criminals.''
Father Shimek said,· "It's a
war, not ·i!. police. aetion, and it·
is unjust. l3ut the fact that ·we're
there means we have commit•.
ments. Of course, I do think our ·
. commitment · emphasis should ."be
more constructive than des~c- .
tive;''
· What do the students and their
religious advisors feel? While
they are willing to view. the situation with a "fresh and less
.partial eye," most of them join
their fellow citizens in being
neither on the right, the left, or
in the middle.

Graduates

For Fund Drive

Freshmen wishing to apply for
the Student affairs sub-committee to revise the Student Handbook, may do so by contacting
Terry Calvani or leaving your
name in Dean Harold Lavender's
office after March 1.

doesn't . exist even though we
have vital mutual interests.
"WAR IS AN old disease and
there is no overnight cure," he
said. "However, we c!ln distinguish ·the elements necessary for
peace and try to approach them
through education, stre.ngthening
the U.N., etc/' ·
·
Dr. K. T. Feldman, advisor of
the Christian Science organization on campus, said that he is
vitally interested in · "finding a .
solution to the Vietnamese conflict as soon. as possible.
He: cited Mary Baker Eddy's
comment on ·war: "Fol:' many
years I have .prayed daily that
there be no more· war, no more
barbarous . slaughteriJ)g of our'
fellow-beings.''
·
MRS. EDDY; founder of Christian Science, said that national
disagreements can be, and should
be, arbitrated wisely, and fairly.
Rev. William Crews, of Canterbury Episcopal Center, said that
we got into this war by all the
· wrong menas. "But what we
should be seeking ilf not peace at
any price, but justice at any cost."
Discussion should be the method, said student Marian . Hoge,
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Too Soon for Complacency
The Campus President's Council, an organization conceived by Asociated Students President John Thorson to improve campus communications, just can't seem to get off
the ground. The group, which is composed of the presidents
of the major conglomerate organizations on campus, the Associated Students President, and the editor of The Lobo,
accomplished one worthwhile thing by working for the establishment of a central information agency for all student,
and student-related activities. Such an agency would be
invaluable, particularly for the vast majority of commuter
'students at UNM who have no way of easily finding out
what is happening where.
But this is only a start. Last night the group was to have
begun talking about the Associated Students budget for
next year. But with two weeks' notice (or perhaps what we
have here is a failure to communicate) only three of the ten
members showed up for the meeting.
While the group's work on the information gap regarding
campus activities is commendable, surely the budget is at
least as important-and, at any rate, complacency hardly
seems warranted so early in the game.

Lobbying: A Year-Round Job
The UNM student lobby has now had its first experience
. with the New Mexico state legislature. The young lobby had
students in Santa Fe for most of the just-concluded session.
The lobbyists appear to have won only one major battle.
And it is probably the most impressive thing they could have
accomplished in the short 30-day session: The legislators
and Santa Fe now know that UNM does have a lobby
scrutinizing any legislation affecting UNM and the students
here.
'fhe capital city's newspaper, the New Mexican, took note
that the lobby, student government, and other campus
groups were well represented this session. The paper also
predicted that the lobby would be an important force in
Santa Fe in years to come.
But after a solid start, the UNM lobby cannot let up completely. Old contacts must be maintained and new ones made.
UNM must remain informed and in touch with the lawmakers.
The desired image for this school must be guarded by
the lobbyists.
While the initial experiences are fresh in mind, it is now
important that the student lobbyists meet soon to consider
a number of things.
The lobby must discuss: its goals and how they can best
be accomplished; what portions of this year's strategy must
be changed; which lawmakers the lobby feels are most effective and friends of UNM; how to maintai n the desired
image for UNM; and also the lobby budget.
We urge the lobby t«) quicldy consider these things and
also to make lobbying a year-round job.
The complicated and delicate art of lobbying is not a one
··or two month-a-year responsibility.

By ROB BURTON
The hundreds of UNM seniors
and graduate students recently
exposed to probable induction by
the revocation of occupational
deferments should find Comad J.
Lynn's new book, "How To Stay
OUT Of The Army," to be of
real value. Published by Grove
Press at $1.25, this is not free advice and' can be had at the Yale
Street Grasshopper, 109 Yale SE.
A draft/civil-rights attorney
since 1942, Lynn has written the
book to serve as "one of the tools
in the contest against the draft,"
as he calls it.

* * *

By reviewing the current draft
law in the first few chapters and
the reasons for draft resistance
in other chapters, Lynn reveals
a few surprises and not a few
intricacies.
For instance, staying out of the
army is largely a matter of attention to deal and deadlines. Also, there are still a few relatively
innocuous activities that will"earn
you a deferment.
Chief among these, of course, is
the role of undergraduate students, a pastime familiar to most
Lobo readers. But when your
draft board reclassifies you, because of graduation or some unapproved political activity, you
still have some options.

.. .. *
Lynn stresses that you can apply at any time for Selective Service Form 150, the application for
conscientious objector status.
The applicant should follow
the instructions carefully, and obtain the advice of a draft counselor. (At UNM, Professors Bunting (art) and Anderson (geology)
are experienced. And a local
chapter of the Resistance is planning weekly meetings on counseling and alternatives.)
Lynn reveals that Congress
may have, in an attempt to tighten up the CO category, destroyed
former limits. Under the new law,
belief in a supreme being is not
required, merely "religioua training.''

Specifically expected from consideration, however, is a belief
"essentially political, sociological
or philosophical . . . or a merely
personal moral code.'' Aside from
legal discouragement of personal
morality, this passage. reveals
openings that Lynn beheves can
be exploited for CO's.
Lynn asks what religious training is, and comes up with the
answer that religion is primarily
exposure, through a "church"
(that increasingly does not relate
to young people's lives) to an "essentially political, sociological or
philosophical . . . moral code."
When the objector's appeals
fail, he can still refuse to cooperate. This is the "Hell, no, I won't
go" attitude of militant song and
demonstration. This will result in
a court case, after which you
usually can accept inductions or
face two to three years. in the
Big House. Lynn documents some
cases of individuals who, despite
such defiance, haven't gone. In
each case, he explains, strong support in the objector's community
-usually the Negro ghettoesintimidates the Justice Department and the trial is postponed.

Letters
Lists Information on Draft
Dear Editor : ·
Early this week signs were
posted in the Union which gave
the time and place of a meeting
at which alternatives to the draft
were discussed.
By the time of that meeting
more than half of those signs had
been destroyed.
More than 700 members of the
University community were
abruptly made draft eligible when
graduate and occupational deferments were abolished on Feb.
16th. These people have a right to
know what they can do to prevent
the interruption and possible cancellation of their lives.
Those whose approach to supporting the war is to suppress
the information offered by war
opponents have taken a leaf from
the book of the Johnson administration. Invariably this is the approach employed when one's own

ing one might prove useful for
travel outside that country, It
represents an investment of about
$10 and some time.
As to specifics of the Canadian
haven, Lynn suggests contacting
one of the Canadian committee.:~
formed specially to aid American
war objectors. Western Canada
needs population as much as 19thcentury America did.
UNM students who have already made the move to canada
recommend:
A preliminary visit to size up
the land and, if possible, to arrange a place to live and work
later.

* * *

A personal visit to the nearest
Canadian consulate to obtain the
application and medical forms. A
clean-cut appearance and detailed
answers help greatly, as the consulate people don't like the hippie-type. It's best to write to one
of the many Canadian committees
to aid immigrants. One;
Committee to Aid American
War Objectors
Box4231
Vancouver 9, British Columbia
Canada
* * ..
Generally you should have asWhite suburbia probably won't sets of about $500 to .show that
find this an effective method.
you will not be a public charge.
CO status continues to exclude This can be borrowed here and
what Lynn calls "principled oppo- returned after entry.
sition" to the war. Apparently
Indeed, if you find yourself
Congress and the draft are trust- pressed for cash, there are two
ing to today's Acting Army to al- New Mexico politicians who
ter the resister's attitudes. Youths might be willing to aid you. Demwho refuse to serve on the ocrat Bobby Mayfield of Las Crugrounds that the war is illegal ces has at least $1500 burning a
have only two alternatives: they hole in his pocket, and could aid
can submit to jail or shut up and at least three emigrants in reshoot. Moralists are cannon fod- turn for the publicity. Dr. Jack
der.
Redman, of Albuquerque, a ReEventually moralists and legal- publican, should also be good for
ists have only one course open if at least the price of a plane tickthey wish to avoid the Action et to some city in Canada, again
Army and the federal peniten- with the understanding that he
tiary. Offended by our prevaricat- be allowed to publicize the assisting President and his illegal war, ance.
they may take a lesson from the
Both believe in "if you don't
old American slogan, "54-40 or like it here go somewhere else,"
Fight!"
and might jump at the chance to
::: l:: *
help that philosophy along.
Now, to enter Canada no pass* * *
Lynn suggests entry as a stuport or visa is necessary, but havdent at a Canadian college of imigration should prove too difficult.
If no time for either exists you
can gain entry as a visitor at the
Letters are welcome, 11..nd
border, for six months, and then
ohould he no longer than 250
contact one of the assistance
words typewritten, double
spacedp Name, televhone numgroups.
ber and address muat be inIn any event, draft status has
cluded, although name will be
withheld upon request.
nothing to do with eligibility to
enter, and the Canadians would
rather hear positive reasons for
case is too weak to bear scrutiny. coming to Canada than negative
Information on all draft alter- statements about the · United
natives is available :from the New States.
Mexico Resistance. Phone 247Lynn cites sources and says
2843.
that CO applications are being
H. L. Lack filed at a rate four times that of
the Korean War. He recommends
that anyone with doubts about
Comments on Carmichael
the war file for CO status.
Dear Editor:
* * ..
At this time I feel that it is ap"How To Stay OUT Of The
propriate to mention the fact, in Army," based on Lynn's court
reference to · the non-photograph experience with draft cases, ofof Mr. Carmichael, that it is still fers detailed analysis of all the
illegal to publish any photograph avenues open to the draft resistof Hitler inside o:£ West Germany. ters as partially indicated above.
Roger H. Ruth It includes both judicial and Selective Service procedure.
The best way to stay out of
the army is still the most natural.
"Language For Lunch Bunch," Any father is eligible for a III-A
sponsored by the UNM Latin (hardship) deferment from the
American Desk, will resume date of conception, whether marevery Friday between 12:30 and ried or not. Without a cooperative
1:30 in the Union. All interested girlfriend, however, Lynn's book
UNM students are invited to at- becomes essential as a guide to
other outs.
tend.

Three UNM music faculty
members will perform in a benefit recital for music scholarship
students-March 1 at 8:15p.m. in
the Fine Arts Center Recital Hall.
Frank Bowen, professo1· of
flute at UNM, has recorded for
Austin records, Phillips (Netherlands) records, and the B1·itish
Broadcasting Company.
HE IS a member of the Amsterdam Baroque Trio, a unique
ensemble performing baroque
music on authentic instruments
of the period.
Walter Keller, harpsichord, is
founder of the Albuquerque Chamber Music Society concerned with
baroque instruments and music.
He is a former president of the
Albuquerque Symphony Orchestra. A faculty member atUNM
since 1938, he received his Ph.D.
in musicology from Harvard.
MORTON Schoenfeld, pianist,
has performed as soloist with the
Albuquerque Symphony Orchestra and UNM Orchestra.
He received most of his musical
training in New York, doing graduate study at New York University and at Harvard.
The ·program wil !include "Sonata in B Minor" for flute and
obbligato harpsichord, by J. S.
Bach; "Variation, opus 160" :for
piano and flute, by Schubert, and
"Sonata, opus 94" for flute and
piano, by Prokofiev.
Admission to the concert is $1
for general admission and is free
for UNM students.

5 Campus Artists
Enter Exhibition
Three students and two faculty
members in the UNM art department showed their work, recently,
in the National Print and Drawing Exhibition at Northern Illinois University, Decalb, Ill.
The UNM artists are Dean
Clinton Adams and Professor
Garo Antreasian, graduate students Gene Sturman and Dan
l;ocha and undergraduate Jay
Davis.

YOIJF:: NAME: ON IT •

A 24-year-old Soviet cellist will
be guest soloist in a UNM Orchestra concert March 4 at 8:15 p.m.
in the UNM Concert Hall.
The soloist is Karine Georgian,
first prize winner of the 1966
Tchaikovsky International Competition in Moscow, the prize won
by pianist Van Cliburn in 1959.
Here for her first American
concert tour, the Indianapolis
Star reported on her appearance
last week with the Indianapolis
Symphony, "What stirred and excited the audience to a standing
ovation was the dazzling virtuosity of the cellist Karine Georgian."

Tickets for the concert are
available at the Concert Hall
box office. The price is $1.50 for
general admission and 75 cents
for students.

Anthro Club
The Anthropology Club will
meet Thursday, Feb, 29, at 8
p.m. in room 107 of Mitchell Hall.
The speaker will be Roy Reaves
of the National Park Service, He
will show slides and speak on the
ruins at Casa Grande National
Monument in Arizona.

ervmg as Mexican nners
and American Dishes
Carrying department and Dining room service also.
Catering service to your favorite eating place
"PHAEDRA," the greatest masterpiece of the Frjlllch tragedian
Jean Racine, will be performed by American Theatre Productions Inc.,
at the UNM Concert Hall on March 9 at 8 :15 p.m. Shirley Cox, left,
stars as the complex, passionate Phaedra in love with her stepson,
Hippolytus, played by John MaeAllan. Tickets are on sale at the
Concert Hall box office for $4, $3.50, $3, and $2.50 for general admission. Student tickets are half-price.

Students presenting ID cards will be granted a 10 per cent
discount
H
11 :30 a.m. to 8:30 p.m. daily
ours Open 'til 9 p.m. on Friday and Saturday nites
4901. Lomas Blvd. NE
Phones 268-9231
255-5079

Hughes announces new
openings on the

TECHNICAL STAFF.

Having Problems

.'

With Your
Curriculum

Assignments exist for Engineers
graduating in 1967 with B.S.,
M.S. and Ph.D degrees in

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.

or your Career?

Language Bunch

JfS A ROCK WtTr\

- Consult

College
Career
Counseling
Service
Margherita M. Henning Ph.D.
Office Hours by Appointment
Phono 265-8280
124 Washington S.E.

""

Soviet Cellist to Perform at Concert

Faculty Members
In Recited Friday

HUGHES-FULLERTON Engineering
Laboratories assignments range from
research to hardware development
and operational support of products
and syslems in the neld. Our current
activities involve the advanced technologies of phased-array frequencyscanning radar systems, real-!lme
general purpose computers, displays,
data processing, satellite and surface
communications systems, surface-loair missile systems, and tactical air
weapons command/control systems.
For additional information on the
opportunities offered at HUGHESFULLERTON in Southern Californiaand to arrange for a personal interview with our Staff representatives,
ploose contact your College Place·
mont Office or write: Mr. D. K. Horton,
Supervisor, Professional Staffing,
HUGHES-FULLERTON, P. 0. Box
3310, Fullerton, California 92634.

On-campus interviews
March 1

r------------------,.
! HUGHES I
L------------------J
HUGHES AWCRAFT COMPANY

An equal opportunlly omployot _ M & f 1 u.s. citizenship is required
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Ballet Helps U. Cage Prospect

Ciddio's Corner
By WAYNE C/DD/0
Lobo Sports Editor

A popular, but rapidly dying,
misconception among basketball
fans once held that the key to
making a great basketball team
was the possession of one superstar who could score from any
given point on the CO!lrt, eJ~:ert
domination on the backboards
'!lnd in general, be the nucleu~
around which a team molded its
offensive and defensive align.
ments.
.
The team that bad such an asset could be successful as long
as the big gun was hot, but when
the star had an off-night due to
injury or plain old human fallibility, the team fell apart at the
seams and prayed that the star
would come out of his slump and
get the team back on its feet
again.
IT IS becoming evident today
that the two ingredients that
make a team something more
than an also-ran are depth and
balance. A team that counts on
consistent performances fJ;om
five, 'llix, or even seven players is
likely to come out better in the
long run than the team that
fluctuates with the degree of efficiency of its pillar of strength.
This season, the New Mexico
Lobos have been able to put together a balanced effort and
when necessary, call on their
bench to give support and back
up strength. Unlike Lobo teams
of the past two or three years
this year's team does not hav~
a super-'lltar.
All-America candidate Ron Nelson has led Lobo scoring all season and has been the stablizing
factor on the team, but has relied
constantly on every member of
the starting· five in guiding the
Lobos to what could be the greatest season in the history of UNM
basketball.
OUTSTANDING illustrations
of what balance can do for a
team took place last week in the
Lobos' game with Arizona and
Arizona State. Against the Wildcats from Arizona, the Lobos set
an Arena scoring record by pouring in 102 points against the team
that held them to 68 points earlier in the season and handed
them their first defeat of the
year.
Less than 48 hours later, the
Lobos scored 105 points against
Arizona State and erased the
scoring record that was perhaps
the shortest lived in Lobo basketball. The 105 point total set an
all-time UNM team record.
A glance at the statistics for
both ball games shows that no
one individual was responsible
for the scoring barrage the Lobos
unloaded on their Arizona opponents.
RON SANFORD had a tremendous night against Arizona scoring 34 points and grabbing 12
rebounds, but he got ample support from Howie Grimes with 14
Nelson with 11, Dave Culver and
Greg "Stretch" Howard with nine
apiece, and Ron Becker with seven. All but one Lobo got into the
scoring column against the Wildcats.
Six Lobos scored in the double
figures Saturday night against
Arizona State. Grimes had 26,
Sanford, 18, Nelson 1'1, Becker 13,
Howard 12, and Keith Griffith
ten.
The Lobos seem to have reached a 'lltage that most teams in tha
country experience only once or
twice a season. One or two Lobo
stalwarts can turn in sub-par performances and rest assured that
the remainder of the team will
pick up the slack. There are few
major college teams in the coun-

Mr. G's Pizza
is fast Pizza
30 Minutes to any

Dorm.

try that share game winning
duties so equally.
THE LOBOS couldn't have
chosen a more ideal time to arrive
at this enviable stage, With pQst;.,
sea2on t'?urname~t tim~ rapidly
approach1ng, New Mexico is ranked in the top ten teams in the
country in bot:h major . coliege
polls.
The Lobos close o)lt the1~ COJlference schedule Friday ·Qgainst
Wyoming, and if they beat the
Cowboys ~&nd win the league title
chances are goQd that they wili
receive a bid to play in the National Collegiate Athletic Associ~&
tion tournament.
This year was to be the one
that the Lobos would spend in rebuilding because they were
young, ine)l:perienced, and Mel
Daniels was gone. None of the
experts in their wildest dreams
ever though that the Lobos would
rebuild themselves ·right into the
upper echelons of college basketball.
It should be interesting to
watch for the ·experts' remarks
if the Lobos get an NCAA bid.
After all, who ever heard of a
young, ine)l:perienced but wellbalanced team winning a national
championship?

UNM coaches have never made
a habit of recruiting ballet daneers to fo~tify their ranks, but
neJ~;t season could prove that the
delicate skills of ballet can be
transferred profitably to the basketball court.
In a recent Denver Post feature
article, by sports writer Gaylop.
White, it was disclosed that Spencer HayWood, a 6 foot 8 freshman
center on the Trinidad Junior
College Trojans and a top Lobo
?asketball prospect, . is enrolled
m a ballet class to. improve his
footwork. on the court.
Accordu1g to the article, "The
6 . foot 8, 2~5-p.ound. Hay:Wood,
probably the world's biggest ballet
daricer, for
glides
the tune
of
"Grobvy"
twoto hours
three
nig-hts ~week. to improve his footwork."
.
HAYWOOD FIRST started hallet at the suggestion of his high
school basketball coach in Detroit, Mich. HayWood has scored
641 points in 25 games for a
25.6 average and has picked off
555 rebounds so ballet couldn't be
hurting him much. He has a sizzling 66 per cent average from
the floor and has been a big help
in leading the Trojans to a 23-2
season record.
Hay:wood had planned to attend
the University of Tennessee next
year, but failed his entrance exam
and is now headed for UNM.
Three other Trinidad stars Tom
Crosswhite, Gary Stewart and
Wiley Davis are also e)l:pected to
enroll at UNM next fall.
THE STANDOUT center has
had plenty of experience playing
against the ''big guys.'' Hay:wood
has been gaining valuable exper-

ience ever since his sophomore
year in high school. He has practiced extensively with Dave Bing,
Bill Buntin, Eddie Miles and the
rest of the Detroit Pistons from
the National Basketball Association.
Hay:wood led the Trojans to .a
victory over the UNM freshmen
earlier this season. The Wolfpups
had not been beaten until they
came up against Trinidad. Last
week, the ·Wolfpups' got revenge
· with a '1'1-'15 win over Trinidad in
one of the finest duels of the sea-

Double Figures

.,

All five of the UNM starters
are scoring in the double figures
after a successful sweep of Arizona and Arizona State last week.
·
Ron Nelson is on top with 19.0
point per game, Sanford has a
16.2 average, Greg Howard is
averaging 14.6, Ron Becker 10.2,
and Howie Grimes 10.0.

Lobo basketball coach Bob
King · still feels his team bas a
race on its hands as New Mexico
journeys to Laramie Friday to
take on the Wyoming Cowboys
in the last conference. game of
the season for the Lobos.
New Mexico is on top of the
.league with a '1-2 mark after two
convincing victories over Ari·
zona' and Arizona State last week.
,Utah dropped· a 93•90 decision to ·
Brigha~ Young Saturday . and
must win its remaining two games
if jt hopes to stay in contention
for the title. The Utes have a 5-3
conference' reccird going into this
weekend's action with both Arizonas.
.
"WE FEEL we've still got a
race on our hands and have to go
all out to win the conference.
We're going to do everything we
can to win this game with Wyoming," King said.
"We're going to have to play
real well j£ we expect to beat
·
·
·
· ·

son between Hay:wood and Wolfpup ace Willie Long.
Lobo coaches Bob King and
Norm Ellenberger watched the
game intently and seemed to be
sharing visions of great things to
come in UNM basketball. The Lobos have gobs of prospective tal·
ent to add to this year's squad.
With the addition of Hay:wood,
Crosswhite, Stewart, Davis, Long,
and Petie Gibson to the existing
:forces of Gteg "Stretch" Howard,
Rbn Sa:Oford·, "Ron Becker, Howie
Grimes, and a host of strong re"
serves, the · Lobos could have an
act that would make the Bolshoi
ballet look 1ike Ted Mack's Amateur Hour.' .

ili~;:=:iiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiililiiiliiiiiiii~ill

There will be no post season
play for the Arizona State basketball squad in '68, but the Sun
Devils figure to have a hand in
saying which Western Athletic
teams will represent the conference in the NCAA and NIT tournaments. Upcoming for ASU are
league contests at home against
Brigham Young Friday and Utah
Saturday.

CONCERT HALL

Hockey enthusiasts in the de- ties the sport could have in the
partment of physic!'-! education, city of Albuquerque. Hanley's
health, and. recreation are c~r- dream is to see Tingley Coliseum
;ently workmg on plans t? revive converted into a hockey arena for
~ce h!lckey to the populanty that
part of the year.
It enJoyed at UNM and AlbuquerInter-Regional Amateur league
que m the early 1950s.
games are held at Iceland Arena
Tom Hanley of the intramural every Saturday and Monday at 8
department is working with Dick p.m., and Hanley said interest in
Rogers of the A~buquerque City the sport is rapidly growing,
Hock~y Leag~e m an effort to
Rogers has mentioned the osrecrUlt a contmgent of UNM stu- sibility of offering schol t' P 'd
dents and ~lbuquerque residents not through UNM d' a\~c aiU:
to form an Ice hockey team
t d
•
. Irec .Y.
HANLEY
'th . · t
s u ents mterested m playmg on
1
m ra- a university hockey team. Inter' a ong WI
mural department professors ested persons should contact HanBuck Schryer and Sto Bell, .and ley at the Intramural Department
s~udents Steve Sprague, Bob P!l:t;· in Johnson Gym for further dekm, and Jay Pakkunen partiCI- tails
pate in the City League and ex·
pect to take part in the United
States Regional playoffs at Ice- UNM Team
land Arena March 30-31.
In the 1950s, Pop Johnson
coached a hockey team at UNM
that competed against teams from
Denver, Colorado Springs, Camp
Carson, and teams in the immediate area. Since the middle 50s
The UNM Karate Club sponice hockey has been a missing sored
by the Navy Reserve Offisport at UNM.
cers' Traning Corps (NROTC)
HANLEY WOULD like to see won trophies in the New Mexic~
hockey revived at UNM and is Karate Association state tournaenthusiastic about the possibili- ment in Las Cruces recently.
The Club took trophies in kumite, a kind of free style sparring
and in kata, similar to a dance
involving blocks, punches and
kicks against imagin'!-rY ~ppon
UNM studenta; will have to pur- ents.
chase tickets for the March 15-16
Club winners, all of AlbuquerNational Collegiate Athletic As- que, were Lewis Wilson, second
sociation (NCAA) Far West Rc- in brown belt kata; Larr:v Hargionals at the Johnson Gym ticket baugh, third in purple belt kuoffice and will not be admitted to mite; and Larry Osborn, first in
either one of the two nes:Jions white belt kata.
with 2tudent athletic card!J,
.The Club will participate in the
All ticiwt~J are reserved and Southwcstilrn Karate Tournasell f(1r ~4 apiec1;, Only l:iOO tickets ~ent in Albuquerque, March 23.
for the Mareh 15 gamea are left
and _all remaining Beats are in
the top eight rows. The Arena is
sold out for the March 16 final
tournament session.
The Johnson Gym ticket office
is open from 8-5 Monday through
Friday.

STUDENTS!
If you think you have something to gripe
about, wait till you see what SIR does
to COCKY in Roar of the Greasepaint.
This show is the greatest piece of
anti-establishment theater of the century.
Come see it! FEB. 29, MAR. 1.
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Karate Club Wins
Several Trophies

Sky's the limit"
for Variety
at

r
'

'

FRANK'S

All chartered Associated Students organizations wishing to request financial assistance in next
year's fiscal budget, are required
to submit a budget request before 6 p.m. Wednesday, March 13.
Budget information will be sent
through the mail to all chartered
organizations within the next few
days. Further information can be
obtained in the Student Government offices upstairs in the Union.

Delicious
Malts
Shakes
.. Holiday Treat"
Taco Burgers

Phil Harper

Lomas at Washington

6:00-10:00 om

4330 LOMAS N.E.

Your Think Green
r') Money
Man

PHONE 255-4248

Wyoming's Mike Eberle joined
the select 1000 point· club during
last weekend's Western Athletic
Conference basketball action in
Utah.

EPISCOPAL

~

CONTACT PLACEMENT OFFICE

3244 San Mateo NE

Dancing Wednesday Night.
Ta The Sunday Funnies.·
·Melodrama Friday and _Satur-

day Nights · "Curse you, Jack
Dalton" Live cast

beca11se you care

·

about your clothing!
DRY CLEANING the
Sanitone Professional
way

call 243-5671 today!

OiUROI

CANTERBURY CHAPEL
448 Ash NE

OR PhD WHILE YOU WORK

1/3 OFF
REGULAR APPLICABLE
ONE-WAY FARE
AT
MOTOROLA

IN

©@~@00[fi00~

CONFIRMED
any flight, any day, Including HOLIDAYS

UNLIMITED TRAVEL

PHOENIX

anywhere within the TTA six state domestic system

YOUTH FARE ID CARDS-JUST $3.~~fR

Motorola offers the student at the BS or MS level an op·
portunlty to advance his career and education. concurre.ntly.
Work and achieve a Master's or PhD Degree m an env1ron·
ment of constant challenge and tremendous growth.

TTA Youth Fare Cards are available
to all young adults, 12 to 22, and
are good on most other airlines.

THE ENGINEERING TRAINING PROGRAM

Open to BS or MS graduates in Electrical Engineering,
Chemical Engineering or Physics with a B a':'erage or bette~.
While pursuing an MS or PhD degree at Anzona State Um·
versity each trainee is placed in a rotational program cov·
ering four engineering activities at Motorola.
THE MARKETING TRAINING PROGRAM

Open to BS graduates in Electrical Engineering or Physics
with a a-average or better. Marketing traine~s may ~ork
toward an MBA or an MS or PhD degree. Rotat1onal ass1gn·
ments are in the marketing area.
Aaron Craigo
will be at UNM

• Chemical Engmeers _• Metallurg1sts

In Research and Development1 Quality Control,
Marketing, and Proauctlon.
If you ore unavailable for an Interview at this
time write directly to: Director of College Relations,
Motorola Inc .. Semiconductor Products Division,
5005 East McDowell, Phoenix, Arizona 85008.
\

SJ'Z.OON

EARN YOUR MASTER'S DEGREE

•
• Physicists

Ch.E.; M.E.; C.E.; E.E.; Chern,

i-BI~ J:)OG

JUST $3 A
YEAR TO
FLY TTA

Feb.28
Service Schedule

12:30 PM
5:15 PM
8:00 PM

90.1 Mcs.

lOOOPoints

ASH WEDNESDAY

Dlrett Placement at all Degree Levels for •••
Electrical Engineers • Orgaf!iC & Physical Chem!sts

RECRUITING INTERVIEWS MARCH 5
FOR PERMANENT & SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

SOUTHWEST

drew the ucLA
Bruins in the first round and Lew
Alcindor and company trounced
Wyoming and eliminated them
from the tournament.
Downstate rival New Mexico
State has already received a bid
to play in the NCAA tournament
as an at-large entry. The Aggies
are expected to play the Big Sky
Conference champion in Salt
Lake City March 9.

MARCH 4

COSDEN OIL & CHEM. CO.

ELECTRIC SHAVER SERVICE:
ElECTRIC SHAVER AND
LIGHTER REPAIR
210 YHIRD NW
247-02111

Three UNM students won first
places at the annual Southwest
Regional Recreation Tournament
at Greeley, Colo. last weekend.
Mrs. Penny Swindle, a senior
majoring in speech, won ·the women's pocket billiards, and Howard Shube and ·Paul Sands won
the team. ches'll events.
The to1,ll'llament also . included
events· in men's and women'fl
bowling, 3-cushion billiards, and
table tennis. Tom Pierce of the
boys' bowling team won second
place in all events only 12 ·pins
behind the winner who will represent the region at the national
tournament next month.
Kenny Lee won second place in
men's 3-cushion billiards and also
had the longest run of 'Shots in
the tournament.
Sixteen schools were represented at the tournament from Arizona, Utah, Colorado, Wyoming,
and New Mexico. Eighteen students represented UNM.

rules it is illegal for member
schools to pay for such trips.
After hearing about the Daily's
1•eport, Daughterty first said he
might sue for libel. Since then,
however, he has not indicated
whether or not he intends to go
ahead with the suit.
Daugherty and other coaches
at the two schools could be subject to discipline by the Big Ten
if the investigation shows the discounts and other benefits were
used to help recruiting. Howard
Cohen, who wrote one of the
Daily stories, said several athletes told him that they were informed of the discounts during recruitment.

Budget Requests
Due by March 13

DRIVE-IN

Students to Pay
To See Regionals

I

I

ANN AR!30R, Mich; (CPS) :--Charges that Univers1ty of Mich:
igan athletes have been given discounts, and even some gifts, by
Ann Arbor businessmen are being investigated by the Big Ten
here.
John D. Dewey, assistant commissioner of the Big Ten, is questioning a.thletes, coaches, and the
businessmen involved to find out
if Big Ten or National Collegiate
Athletic Association rules have
hcen violated.
Dewey's investigation began
after the Michigan Daily, in a
copyrighted story, reported that
Ann Arbor clothing stores, along
with a restaurant and a movie
theater, had given athletes discounts.
In a story two days later, the
Daily reported that Michigan
State University athletes were
getting benefits like those given
to Michigan athletes. Dewey has
said he will go to MSU to investigate the situation there after finishing his probe in Ann Arbor.
In its MSU report, the Daily
said that, in addition to discounts,
athletes there were allowed to
charge long-distance phone calls
to the number of one of the football coaches and were given "grill
passes" for use at campus snack
bars. It also reported that Duffy
Daugherty, head football coach
at MSU, had paid for a trip to
the school by the parents of a
football prospect. Under Big Ten

Listen to KUNM

3 UNMStudents
Take Top Honors

would be ineligible should the Lo. bos receive a tournament bid.
''WE PLAN to use Howard all
the way down the line even. if he
is not eligible for the NCAA. He
has played good basketball !or
us this year and. he deserves to
stay in the starting lineup regardless of what happel)s after
the :regular season," King said.
"Our job.right now is winning
the league. We're not necessarily
trying towork.anybody in toreplace Howard because we've been
working people in all year," King
said. ·
.
Last l!eason,. the Cowboys beat
the Lobos by one point in Albu<luerque·in the Lobo''ll last game
of the season. Before the game
got under way, New Mexico received a bid to play in the Na- .
tiona! Invitational Tournament in
·New York City.
WYOMING tied with Brigham
Young for the Western Athletic
Conference title and Wyoming
won the playoff to earn the right
to represent the WAC in the

N~!~·cowboys

Big Te:~rJ.s. Probing Gifts
To u·. o.FMichigan Athletes

Sport Missing Here

UNM, City Groups Formulating-Plans
To Revive Ice Hockey, Start Teams

Wyoming. When · you're up
against people like Harry Hall,
and Mike Eberle you just have
to play your best basketball,"
King said.
HALL AND Eberle have both
scored over 1,000 points during
their careers with the Cowboys
and have become members of the
1,00 point elite that includes alltime Wyoming great Flynn nobinaon, Leon Clark, Tony Windi'llj
Milo. Komenicb, and Dick. She:r·
man.
If the Lobos wrap up the con.
ference title with a win over Wyoming, they are expected to receive a bid to participate in the
NCAA Far West Regionals to be
played at University Arena
March 15-16. Greg "Stretch"
Howard would be ineligible to
play in the NCAA tourney because of junior college transfer
rules.
King said Howard would be in
the starting lineup through the
end of the season even though he

Co.ach T;~rei::l'f.ens. Suit

ASUTilts
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fil\ MOTOROLA INC.
\.CY sen1lconductor Products
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Division

TTA Also Honors Youth Fare Cards From All Other Alrllnaa,

CLIP•THIS COUPON AND MI\IL TODAY:
Accounting 0<'partment, 1TA
P. 0. Box €0lbS
Houston, Texas 77060

r- I
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I

Application For fciiith Fare Identification Card(PLEAsE PRINn

-
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Applicant's Name
~m~
City

Sbta

I
I

School Attending

Data of Birth

tlelgllt

Date of 22nd Birthday

Weight

~~~
Issued By
~

Color Eyes

Color

~

I

Data

Holder's Signature
Application Must Be Accampanltd by

*
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M
Exp.

J
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Impact of Choice

'68 Key Question

B;y PHIL SEMAS
College Press Service
WASHINGTON-In any election year there are always numerous mock primaries and elections
on college campuse.
In 1968 these individual local
primaries will be pushed into the
background by Choice '68, a national primary to be held April
24 on more than 1,000 college

nearly every college in the country.
..
Choice '68 is the idea of Bob
Harris, a former Michigan State
University student body president.
It occurred to him last summer
that, instead of a haphazard
group of local primaries, college
students ought to vote at the
same time in one national primary.
HE THEN started going to var:mmnnnnmnmlnunnnnullllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllnmnunn ious companies to see if he could
get money to finance the proNews Analysis
gram. The first place he went was
Jlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllill Time magazine mainly "because I
could get in to see the publisher."
campuses. The organizers of the Time publisher James Shepley
primary say they already have decided in about 10 minutes that
1,100 schools with four-and-a-half it was a good idea, so Time sent
million students signed up to par- Harris to 30 campuses to talk to
ticipate, including almost all of students and see if the idea was
the large schools.
feasible.
Afte1· that trip, Time decided
They hope. to have at least
1,500, which would give them a it could be done and gave Harris
potential electorate of five-and- $100,000 for the project "as a puba-half million. That would make lic service." He picked 11 stuit the second largest primary in dent leaders to makE'. policy and
the nation (after California's). determine the ballot.
But being funded by Time is a
Some have predicted that they
will get close to 2,000 schools, problem for Choice '68. Time's
editorial treatment of students,
education, and VietNam has not
exactly made it credible to many
college students and some of that
lack of credibility may rub off on
Choice '68.
UNM will receive four of the
BUT HARRIS says Time has
1,500 fellowships for graduate
study by prospective elementary given him and his board of dh•ecand secondary school teachers al- tors complete control over policy.
located by the U.S. Office of Ed- "They do exercise quality control
over how things are written and
ucation.
so
forth," he says, "but they let
The purpose of the awards,
us
decide
granted under Title V-C of the policies." on basic ap{lroaches and
higher Education Act of 1965, is
Harris also points out that
to strengthen and improve elethere
has been no coverage . of
mentary and secondary education
Choice
'68 in Time, except in
through graduate training of
Shepley's "publisher's letter" on
prospective teachers.
Recipients of the fellowships the table-of-contents page. The
receive stipends of $2,000 for the project wasn't announced in
first academic year and $2,200 Time and neither will the results
for the second, plus an allowance of the election be announced there.
of $400 for each eligible depend- Harris is trying to set up a "30 or
60-minute television special" to
ent.
announce the results.
The student body presidents
and college editors who make up
the board were skeptical of Time
when they first met last October,
but they say that they have been
given
complete freedom to deterHELP WANTED
mine
which
candidates and issues
ARTISTS ! I need someone with imagination nnd talent in a wide spectrum of
go on the ballot, as well as other
art skrn.. Work on YOur own time. Inpolicies.
terested? Call 242·8914 sfter 6.

UNM to Receive
Four Fellowships

WANT ADS

GUITAR SPECIALIST with In group, to
represent VOX guitars and amplifiers.
Prefer someone who can dl) minor rePairs on both guitars & amplifiers. Excellent commission setup. Contact Van's
Mmie, 2328 Wyoming NE. For interview call 296-6U6.
PERSONALS
DO YOU know :rour rights under the
1967 Selective Serv:iee Law? For information about draft counseling write
Draft Information, Box 4038, Albuquerque, N.M. 87106.
POETRY WANTED for Poetry Anthology.
Include otamped envelope. Idlewild PobUshers, 643 Frederick, San Francisco,
California. n4117.
PERSONALITY POSTERS, Psychedelic,
Ski Posters & Buttons, If we <lou't
have them, then you don't need them.
Send for Samples & List. MADAM
BUTTERFLY'S Gift Sltop, 4609 E.
Colfax, Denver, Colorado 80220.
RIDE WANTED-to Gallup every week·
end. Phone 277-4983.
FOR RENT
Sli!ALL UNFURNISHED two bedroom
home near University. Reasonable. Heat
& water furnished. Call 256-7767.
NOTHING: .TWit a reminder that the
Thunderbird is out.
FOR SALE
JEEPSTER '49. New top, windows, upholstery, cluet, tires, etc. Call 8428137.

FOR ~0.00 you can get your copy of the
Thunderbird at the Union Check Room.
Do it today 9 :00·6 :00,
BY OWNER, 3 bedrm. den, fireplace, extra
!g. garage fully finished w/h & a/c,
work bench & sink. Elee kitchen,
beautltul carpets & drapes, 2 baths.
Conv. loan. Priced FHA appraisaL Approx. $8000. win handle. can mornings
or eves after 4 p.m. Owner leaving state.
299·5865.

1957 Chevy Wagon. VB, standard transmission. Call 242-8529. 2/26.

SERVICES
TYPING, Editing, Proofreading. My
home. One or aU services Jler!ormed
to your epeelfleatlons. Call 265-4849.

2/26

THAT DOES seem to be the
way it is working. When the
board of directors met last week
in the Washington Hilton, there
was no one from Time at the
meeting as they wrangled over
the :final candidates and issues
which will go on the ballot.
The directors were in Washington for four days. In between
meetings with everyone from
President Johnson ("He looked
like a ghost," said one) to leaders of the Young Republicans,
they ~"IJCnt long hours picking the
candidates, choosing which questions would go on the ballot, and
wording the questions.
With mostly liberals on the
board, they faced special problems
in trying to make sure that conservatives were treated fairly on
the ballot, For example, they had
their hardest time working the
"hawk" alternatives in VietNam,
which most of them oppose (although they generally refuse to
give their personal positions on
the war and are obligated not to
endorse or work for any candidate).
'.rHEY WOUND up with only
two conservatives on the ballot-Reagan and Wallace, plus Nixon
and Johnson, who will draw many
conservative votes. The rest of the
·14 candidates are ~oderate to
liberal." Having fewer candidates

may work to the right wing's advantage,
however,
since
moderate
and
liberal
votes will
probably
be
more fragmented.
At one ·point, when there were
about 20 people still on the hallot, only three of them hard-line
conservatives, Harris told the
board, "Sometimes I wish I hadn't
picked all student leaders and had
just picked some students out of
the middle of a big lecture hall.
That list is balanced much too
heavily to the left.''
The directors wound up dropping several other candidates, including J, William Fulbight, Texas' conservative Sen. John Tower,
Dr. Benjamin Spock, and Gen.
James Gavin.
THEY DECIDED not to pare
the list too sharply, however, because they wanted to give students a wide variety. "The question," said Wisconsin student
body president Mike Fullwood, "is
whose choice is Choice, our choice
or the students' choice?"
They also spend a good deal of
time trying to avoid a boycott of
the election .by campus radicals.
Harris said he found radicals
cool to the idea in his visits to
campuses. Most radicals reject
electoral politics as a means of
changing policy. They are also
likely to be skeptical of an election involving large numbers of
college students, most of :whom
are moderate and unlikely to vote
radical.
DICK BEAHRS, student body
president at Berkeley, gives another reason why the ballot may
interest radicals: the two referenda questions on Viet Nam. He
points out that radicals have
worked hard to put Viet Nam
referenda on the ballot in the
Bay Area and other places and
radicals may decide to push this
referenda hard.
One of Harris' answers to radicals is that "two-and-a-half million Americans ought to be able
to have some impact on the policy
of the country.'' That, then, is the
key question about Choice '68:
will it have any impact on American policy and on the election?
If it doesn't (and it is so far been
ignored at least by most of the
press), then radicals will have
additional ,proof of their view
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1 Pound T-Bone
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CAREERS IN STEEL

"WE HOPE this act will help
the Student Recreation Program
by showing the Associated Students' backing for the fund increase. It also implies our willingness to vote a higher ASUNM
budget appropriation for next
year," said Sen. Coleman Travelstead, finance committee chairman.
In other Senate action, an act
allocating $120 to finance the
Chaparrals' trip to Wyoming this
weekend was passed. Senators also okayed spending of $60 to pay
ASUNM's dues to the Albuquerque Chamber of Commerce.
A DELEGATION from the
UNM Honors Program was
granted $270 to pay expenses for
a conference at Oklahoma State
University in April.
Steering Committee was asked
to study a proposal to set up a
campus Community Involvement
Agency to define the relationship
of the University community to
Albuquerque and the state. The
agency would coordinate efforts
of the student lobby, the tutorial
council, and other groups working off-campus.
The agency would be an executive body serving under the ASUNM president and would be
composed of two representatives
of the administration, two faculty
members, and five students.

~~~~
ST El

Our representative will be on campus

MARCH 14, 1968
to interview candidates for Bethlehem's 1968
Loop Course training program.
THE LOOP COURSE trains selected col-

lege graduates with management potential for
careers with Bethlehem Steel. The Course begins
in early July and consists of three phases:
(1) orientation at our headquarters in Bethlehem,
Pa.; (2) specialized training in the activity or
field for which the Looper was selecled; and
(3) on-the-job lraining which prepares him. for
more important responsibilities.

The Riverside
I 75cc "Scrambler"

Italian-made!

If you expect to be graduated before July, 1968,
and would like to discu&s your career interests
with a Bethlehem rcpre5entative, see yout
placement officer to arrange for an interview
appointment --and be sure to pick up a copy of
our booklet "Careers with Bethlehem Steel and
the Loop Course." Further information can be
obtained by writing to our Manager of Personnel, Bethlehem, Pa. 18016.

ASUNM PRESIDENT John
Thorson has vetoed a Senate act
authorizing students from member schools of the New Mexico
Association of College Student
Governments to be admitted free
to ASUNM events.
Vice-President Bill Can told
senators that Tho1·son considered
the bill "to vague.''
Two new Senate officials have
been appointed. Tom IIogg has
l'eplaccd Harold Lavender J c. as
legislative counsel anrl also serves
as parliamentarian. The new
ehaplain is Michaela Rowe.

Language Courses
Registration Open

Special campus price

l75cc Scrambler has duol sprocket,
takes highways at 56 mph, climb~
trails an a 45" incline-does it all
with easel Save now on this bfkel

Rcg-lstmtiun for four non-credit, foreign language courses offered by the International Center
will he today between 4 and 6
p.m. at the I Center.
The coUl'Ses arc offered for
practical conversation experience
and wlll last for six weeks. A fee
o.f $37.50 will be charged.
Courses offered are Swedish,
Chinese, Japanese and Greek.
Swedish will be offered on Mon·
day and Wednesday from 6:30
to 7:30 p.m. Greek will be offered
from 6:30 to 7:30 on Tuesday
and Thursday. Chinese will meet
·Monday and Wednesday from
7:80 to 8:30 p.m. Japanese will
meet on Tuesdays and Thursdays
from 7:30 to 8:30p.m.
The courses will include slides
of the countries, foreign bever..,. and information about out•f-tlte-way places not revealed in
regular tourist guides.

BETHLEHEM STEEL
An Equal Opportunity Employer

in the Plans for Progress Program

Ask about Ward's
Young Adult Credit Plan!

NEW MEXICO LOBO
Subscription Rates- $4.50 per year
$2.25 per semester

16 Tables

Special Student Prices
LEAGUES FORMING
::2.. Open Tpurnament Tuesday, Feb. 27 -· 8:00 p.m.
Girls - Half Price
.
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Draft Resi"~~rs
List Alternatives

Student Senate last night passed a bill urging the administration to provide additional funds
for the intramural program next
year so that sports activities can
be continued during vacations.
Sen. Dale Fogelstrom, sponsor
of the bill, hopes for a $6000 increase in the planned 1967-68 Student Recreation Program budget
to pay student help needed to
keep Johnson Gym facilities open
while school is not in session.

ji

lurgical, electrical, chemical, industrial, civil,
mining, and other engineering specialties; also
chemistry, physics, mathematics, bu~iness administration, and liberal arts.
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JIM KENNEDY, (far right facing camera), told UNM students
at a resistance meeting last night that a flight to Canada to avoid
the draft can have its bad side as well as a good side. Kennedy is a
member of SDS at UNM. The Resistance movement directs interested
males in ways of avoiding or prolonging induction into the armed
forces.

High Court: Judgment:
On Draft Suggested
ByBOBRUSSO
"The draft is contrary to our
heritage, unfair in application,
and very possibly unconstitutional," said attorney Alfred McRae
during a speech and discussion
session at the Hozhon coffe house
last night.
McRae said he would not counsel any person to directly violate
existing draft laws by unreasonable means.
"We must bring it to the attention of the people. Then the Supreme Court, which is a political
agency, will have to act," he said.
"ALL THE enumerated powers
given to Congress are accomplished by recruitment, employment. I don't think anything in
the Constitution says we must
build a post office .or carry supplies around, then why should we
be forced to fight?"
Approximately 40 interested individuals attended the discussion.
The basis for the thought that
the draft is unconnstitutional is
the 13th Amendment. It states
that neither slavery nor involuntary servitude except as a punishment shall exist within the
United States.
AFTER 1\IcHAE presented his
20-minute talk, several questions
w1~re brought up. Richard K.
Russel, a UNM junior, said, "We
are at the 11oint now where we
<•annot abolish the draft. We must
keep the draft to siay a first-rate
power. If we rlo not stay on toy
we may not exist."
During his speech McRae used
cases that show the indefinite official attitude towards the d1•aft.
Referring to conscientious objectors, he said, "If someone abhors fede1•al income taxes and
doesn't want to pay them, it is
entirely different from not wanting to fight."
"AT THE TIME our Constitution was drawn, we had a definite
revulsion of militarism. Now war
has become holy in the u.s.," the
attorney said. There seems to
have been 11ome degeneration of
attitudes and policy since that
time, he remarked.
Many officials who set up foreign policy have the attitude that
the United States can bully its
way into the hearts of the people
they are trying to help. MeRae
thinks many administrators be-

The "Canada Out" is only one
way that a person who feels that
the Viet Nam war is not worth
dying for can avoid the draft,
Larry Lack, Resistance representative at UNM, told a crowd of
50 students last night.
"People should be able to do
wl1at they want to do," Lack said
in explaining what the Resistance
movement is. The group, which
has branches nationwide and in
several foreign countries, helps
interested males find ways to actively avoid the draft.
"BESIDES going to Canada,
you can confuse your draft board
through mailing procedures to
give you time to decide what you
want to do," he said. Lack also explained that a person can go underground and just disappear for
awhile.
Lack and Roger Anderson,
UNM geology professor, are
active on campus in explaining
alternatives to induction into the
armed services. Both spoke to
students about the problem last
night.
Lack announced that Resistance
will stage a demonstration April
3 at the state induction center in
Albuquerque. April 3 is National
Resistance Day.
ANDERSON said 'he feels that
the draft is only one aspect of
American society compelling men
to emigrate to Canada. An example, Anderson said, is Gov.
Rockefeller's recent handling of

lieve, "we are fighting this war
to prevent war.'' They go into it
whole·heartedly but do not real.ize the effect of their statements,
and this idea is self destructive
and is hurting the U.S., he said.
TWO MAJOR fields-social
conditions and political views are affecting legislation of antidraft laws at present, McRae
said.
What we must do, he said, is
"not to protest the situation by
unreasonable means but get the
question of .the constitutionality
of the draft to the Supreme Court
More than 250 UNM male gradand have the social and political
uate
students may be eligible for
p1•essures effect a solution," he
induction into the armed forces
concluded.
due to recent changes in selective
service laws, George Springer,
Aid Head Says
dean of UNM graduate school
said.
Springer added that this number may be limited by such factors as physical disabilities. "We
expect around 205 students to
continue next fall," he said, addCharles' Sheeltan, director of ing that a drop of some 20 per
student aids, said yesterday that cent is expected as a result of
the recent reduction in federal the new ruling.
spending for higher education will
almost certainly not affect the
MANY graduate students are
amount of loan funds available at tht•eatened with losing their deUNM.
ferments, as only those in their
The work study program in op- second or subsequent year and
eration at this uniVE'l'sity will also those in medicine or related fields
continue at its present level.
will now be deferred.
"Construction and building will
Springer explained that some
be hit, but a reduction in financial
departments
will lose more stuaid to studel'\ts seeking higher
dents
because
more females tend
education is the last thing the
·
to
enter
certain
fields.
federal government would cut
"For
example,"
he said, "the
from the education budget," Sheelimguage
department
will probhan said.
"WE HAVE received a commit- ably be affected less than the
ment, at least on paper, for a sum engineering department."
commensurate with last year so
Springer said he feels the new
we can continue with our financial
law is not the best that could be
aid programs as planned.
done. "It will hurt all education
"I talked with the Dallas dis- because a shortage of teachers
tl'ict senior financial aids officer, will develop in a few years, and
Morton Brooks Monday and he it will provide the army with not
gave no indication that loan finan- the best kind of rect•uits," he said.
ces would be trimmed," Sheehan Graduate students are not usually
the type the army is looking for,
stated.
.
Sheehan said that Friday he he explained.
would have a better picture of
GRADUATE students who
financial aid for the entire, state
.
were
polled were split on their
group of universities after a meetfeelings
on the deferment restric~
ing iit Las Vegas to be attended
.
by financial aid directors from tions..
Robert :0~ 1iaid, "Graduate
other universities in New Mexico.

More Than 250 Affected

Graduate Students l-lave
Opposite Views on Draft

Spending Cutback
May Not Affect
UNM Loan Funds
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the New York garbage strike,
lessening his chances for winning
the presidential nomination.
"Since Gov. Romney has dropped out of the race, that leaves
Johnson, Nixon, and Wallace,
which is a disappointing fact for
many people to face.''
Anderson said that many people leave the United States because they find it a "sinking
ship."
THE TWO handed out information to the crowd giving details on emigration to Canada.
Several books on avoiding the
draft were also available.
James Kennedy, regional secretary of Students for a Democratic Society, offered negative
aspects to leaving the United
States for Canada. "We should
not run away, we should work to
improve the situation so that it
is impossible for a man like Johnson to be elected President," he
said.
Two members of the Alianza,
militant Spanish-American group
claiming ownership of many acres
of land in the Southwest, were at
the meeting. Lack said that the
Spanish-Americans in New Mexico have a special interest in the
Resistance movement, aa the
number of draftees with Spanish .surnames is quite high,
Lack said that this is the second meeting at UNM by the Resistance group. Weekly meetings
and some demonstrations are
planned.
......,.
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students should be allowed to
finish their degree and not be
pulled out."
Several students agreed 'vith
Barry, and called the new laws
ridiculous and unfair.
OTHER graduate students gave
a conflicting view. Some felt that
all able males should serve, and
there should be no exceptions.
Mrs. Terrence Allen, the ·wife
of a former UNM graduate student said, "Everyone owes time
to their country, Any edur.atio!l
past the four year d~grNl ~s
'"ravy." Her husband wft eo!·
lege to join the Marines. He i;;
now in South Viet Nam.
Most g1·aduate students questioned, felt that :moth\Jl' mNms
of obtaining men for the army iB
more desirabl<>. .Tames Alinder,
who e:J.lls the new syster.l "p;;:etty
ridiculous," said that he would
prefer a system where a per.:uu
could serve in other ways than
the army, such as the P~ace
Corps.

Swope, Ill, Cancels~:
Assistant to Talk
J. Morgan Swope, director of
the Yale University International
Office, has been forced by illness
to cancel his public lecture tonight at UNM.
The talk will be given, however,
by Swope's assistant-· Paul Moritz. It will be at 8 p.m. in the
Kiva, on "Youth and World Affairs."
Moritz studied at Cambridge,
and is an outstanding leader on
the Yale campus in international
programs.
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